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WELCOME TO STAPLES CONNECT™

THE 
WORKING 
AND 
LEARNING 
STORE
The world of working and learning has changed.  
So we’re evolving to Staples Connect to keep supporting  
and inspiring you. Discover products, services and 
inspiration that help you unlock what’s possible.

Innovative new products  
waiting to be discovered

A portfolio of services  
ready to help you break new ground

Tips, tools and inspiration  
to fuel your imagination

Explore what’s new in store or at staplesconnect.com



IN THIS ISSUE 

INSPIRATION 
TO FUEL 
YOUR 
IMAGINATION
Whether you’re finding your remote working  
sweet spot, launching a side hustle, or learning  
in bold new ways, flip through and find ideas  
that prepare you to take on tomorrow.
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Want more inspiration?
Scan for videos, ideas and product info.
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CONVERTIBLE WALL-MOUNT DESK

WFHAPPY
Don’t have a dedicated home office area?  
(Only 23% of working professionals do!)  
It’s still possible to create a workspace  
that makes you smile, thanks to the  
perfect shelf that doubles as a cozy desk.

Scan to see  
how it folds away.

Convertible Wall-Mount Desk 
24461773

Stow away 
the day
Keeping your 
laptop out of sight 
at night signals to 
your brain that it 
can power down 
from work mode 
and unwind.

Happiness  
inspires  

 productivity
— Shawn Achor 

Researcher and New York Times  
bestselling author of  

The Happiness Advantage  
and Big Potential.

Small (space) joys
If there’s a wall, there’s a way. Just mount your desk, 

pull up a chair and add some personal touches.  
Tip: mount it higher for a standing workstation.
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LADDER DESK AND BOOKSHELF

ROOM  
TO SHINE
Take organization and style  
to new heights. This pair offers  
a home decór feel that fits  
into any room.

HAPPY HINT: 
work near a window

Natural light and a view outside 
boosts mood, productivity and 

even helps you sleep better.

A bright spot
LED light + wireless 

charging for your  
phone, watch  

and  AirPods®.

LED Wireless  
Charging Light  

24463559Ladder Desk 
24461771

Ladder Bookshelf 
24461772

Rug’d Chair MatTM 
Assorted designs

It completes  
my home office look  

and protects my  
brand new floors.

— Jane S.
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  The chair you choose to sit in at 
home may be one of the most underrated 
decisions you will ever make in your life.  
So make a smart choice.

— Dr. Travis Stork, The Doctors

Get fit  
while you sit
Revolutionary  
Sit In Motion®  
swivel technology 
keeps your abs  
and core engaged.

It keeps 
you moving
Relief while you 
work, and energy  
for everything  
else that matters 
in your life.

ALL33® BACKSTRONG CHAIR

BODY  
& MIND 
ALIGNED
The only chair that promotes perfect  
posture and healthy movement,  
keeping your body strong and your  
mind focused.

DESIGNED BY A

chiropractor

ALL33®  
BackStrong  
C1 Chair  
24483439

Aligns all 33 vertebrae  
for ideal posture

Provides relief  
from neck and shoulder 

strain

Stimulates circulation  
to reduce fatigue

Scan to  
learn the story  

behind the chair.
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get out  
of your pjs
Changing clothes changes 
your mindset and motivation. 
You can still dress comfy!

Almost  
everything will  

work again if you 
unplug it for  

a few minutes, 
including you.

— Anne Lamott

drink  
that water
Why all the fuss? Staying 
hydrated keeps your mind 
focused and prevents 
over-snacking.

schedule  
in exercise
Even with the best  
intentions, if you don’t block off 
time, it probably won’t happen.

add some  
greenery
Plants aren’t just a  
pop of color. They  
clean the air, lessen stress  
and boost productivity.

avoid  
work creep
WFH doesn’t mean you’re  
always on the clock. Set  
work hours and stick to them.

take a  
time out
Nonstop work hurts your  
mental and physical health.  
Move. Breathe. Then get back at it!enjoy your  

wfh “commute”
Build in transition time before  
work, such as coffee on the couch  
or listening to a podcast.

HEALTHY 
ALL DAY 
LONG

Find these products and more in store.

Work in  
wellness
Self-care isn’t just for  
nights and weekends. 
Here are seven tips  
to work wellness into  
every workday.
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NOT-SO-FUN FACT:
Multi-tasking can reduce productivity by 40%.  

Time to focus.

PRODUCTIVITY CUBE

ME TIME
Zone in or zen out? A more productive and mindful day frees  
up time and energy for your side hustle, workout or family.  
Choose from four time intervals, do your thing and wait for the beep. 
Unlike a phone alarm, there are no apps or texts to distract you.

5 bonus cube 
ideas for kiddos

5 minutes of  
movement…go!

Screen time  
fun starts now

Your next Zoom  
class starts in 20

Quiet play during  
mom’s meeting

Countdown  
to snack time

Productivity Cube  
24476084, 24476085
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MOBILE PIXELS: TRIO MAX

BRING THE  
OFFICE  
ANYWHERE
When your monitor has a monitor, you can  
dream bigger and be more productive on the 
go. From a coffee shop to the field to a gaming  
mission, enjoy more space for work or play.

Just clip it on,  
slide it out and plug it in.
To expand your vision to three  
screens, clip two onto your laptop.
Mobile Pixels: TRIO Max 
24488153

A breakthrough idea
Developed by these MIT and 
Northeastern University alums 
when they were 2nd year 
grad students, and brought to 
you by The Staples Connect 
Breakthrough Project.

jac k  ya o

st e p h e n  n g

17
Scan to watch one screen  

transform into two.



LOGITECH® K480 MULTI-DEVICE KEYBOARD

DIAL UP   
PRODUCTIVITY
Move effortlessly between up to three devices.  
Includes a convenient cradle for your tablet  
and phone. Screen further away? Bluetooth®  
connectivity reaches up to 30 feet!

Absolutely  
great  

invention!
With the variety of  

things I’m taking care  
of throughout my  
day, this keyboard  
has made it much  
simpler for me to  

achieve my goals.  
Love it!

— Darchelle Y

Goes where  
you do.
Perfect for 
business trips, 
meetings and 
breaks on your 
comfy chair.

Logitech® K480  
Multi-Device  

Keyboard 
1278211

Switch it up
Go from phone to  
tablet to computer 
with a turn of the  
easy switch dial. 

1
2

3
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INSTAGRAM 
POLL CALL
We asked our followers about their workday  
style and habits. Here’s how they voted.

Need design inspo?
Follow  

@tiffanybrooksinteriors,  
HGTV Design Star Winner

Ready for tips to  
organize your day?

Follow  
blogger and  

mom Chevonne Dixon  
@thiswellplannedlifeWHICH HUE IS MORE Y

O
U
?78% 22%

ORANGEBLUE

57% 43%
REDGREEN

56% 44%
YELLOWPURPLE

48% 52%
NIGHTDAY

50% 50%

ZEN = 
10/10

BRING ON 
THE BURN

Want to step  
up your fitness?
Follow  
coach Jenna @acadia_fit  
for online classes

See her in action on page 23!

WFH WELLNESS: THIS

THAT?
OR

DO YOU WORK BEST DAY OR NIGHT?

Follow us on Instagram @staplesstores

Scan for Tiffany’s  
wow-worthy  
WFH looks featuring  
picks from our store.
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LOGITECH® C922 PRO STREAM WEBCAM

IN THE  
BEST LIGHT
Feel confident and professional every time you 
step in front of the camera. Thanks to high-def 
video in any lighting and more realistic audio 
from multiple angles, you’ll always look and 
sound your best.

SMALL BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT 

Jenna Ventura
Acadia Fit Coaching 
Boston, MA 
Live stream classes  
keep her coaching  
business going strong.

Scan for our  
Community Business Directory.

Support local businesses  
and grow your own. You might  

be featured next!

Stream and  
record vibrant,  
true-to-life  
videos.
Logitech® C922 Pro  
Stream Webcam 
2843756

23Explore what’s new in store or at staplesconnect.com



1
Stylish boxes,  

tissue paper, ribbon 
and more

2
Matching stationery, 

business cards and 
marketing materials

4
Personalized labels 

for all to see

3
Secure packing supplies  

and UPS® services

PREMIUM SHIPPING SUPPLIES

HANDLED  
WITH CARE
You’re passionate about your small  
business. So when it comes to sharing  
that dream with the world, don’t just  
send a shipment. Make a statement.

Create an unforgettable 
unboxing experience.

INSTA TIP:
Show your followers some  behind-the-scenes 
packing action in your stories.  
Tag @staplesstores, we’d love to see! 

SMALL BUSINESS 
SPOTLIGHT 

Ross Mingarelli
CandleTree Soy Candles

Warner, NH 
Unique scents   

(like Rattle Snake Grass) 
deserve unique packaging.
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14

•  Register your business with our  
store address

•  Receive mail and packages from USPS,  
UPS, FedEx and DHL

•  Access your personal digital mailbox  
online or with a free app

•  Add phone and fax for a complete  
virtual office

Forward, scan, recycle, shred or pick up your mail.
Plus, iPostal1 lets you:

YOU’VE GOT  
DIGITAL MAIL
Make a strong impression by setting up an  
iPostal1 virtual mailbox address for your business  
at our store. It’s also great for travelers and  
avoiding porch piracy.

Check mail from 
your phone 

View and manage your account  
anytime, anywhere.

The secret of  
getting ahead is  
getting started.

— Mark Twain

GOT A  
BUSINESS IDEA? 

Scan to learn more and sign up  
at staplesconnect.com/iPostal

DID YOU 
KNOW?

You need a real  
street address,  

not a P.O. Box, to 
register an LLC.
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MAKE  
HOMEWORK  
WORK
For the new world of learning, find  
furniture and tools to keep kids of  
all ages engaged and focused all day.

Give them their 
(own) space
Perfect for older students 
who aren’t into furniture 
that looks like it’s for their 
younger siblings. 
Office Star Desk 
24468438

Union & ScaleTM 
Essentials Chair  
24398918, 24419911

School time  
meets playtime
Younger students work, 
store supplies and toys, 
and take fun to the  
floor or easel.
Melissa & Doug® 
Double-Sided Art Easel 
24458241

Kid’s Desk and Chair Set  
24477399

Limit distractions  
in style and comfort. 
JLab® JBuddies  
Kids Headphones 
24461604

Coloring helps create  
a feeling of calm.

HandStands® ColorMe Mouse Mat  
Assorted designs 

Reduce eyestrain  
and headaches.

Kids & Teen Blue  
Light-Blocking Glasses  

Assorted styles 

29Explore what’s new in store or at staplesconnect.com



5,000 kids go to the ER  
for backpack injuries each year. 

Source: Symmetry Health Chiropractic Center

Without  
BackPal
Slouching 
can cause 
serious health 
consequences

With 
BackPal
Textbooks  
and supplies 
stay aligned  
to their spine.

BACKPAL INSERT

LIGHTER  
COURSE 
LOAD
Meet the backpack insert that  
properly redistributes weight to  
protect students’ belongings  
and their backs.

Uses compression technology 
Gives their backpack an ergonomic  
boost to reduce back strain.

The perfect fit 
For use in any backpack by students  
of all ages, even college.

Just insert, expand and load 
Fill with a laptop, books, water bottle  
and more supplies.

4 internal pockets 
Load heaviest books in the top,  
lightest items in the bottom.

BackPal 
24486987

Designed by students,  
for students
Brother and sister duo  
Canyon and Deja Viau invented 
the Backpal as a solution to  
the back pain they and their 
classmates were tired  
of experiencing.

Scan to see how  
easy it is to pack. 31



Explore more  
possibilities at  
staplesconnect.com


